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*Please check with your local distributor or dealer on model availability.

Single Line Telephones
that suit your working space.
Delivering a host of user-friendly features, the AT-40, AT-45 & AT-35 single line 
telephone matches your telephony networking requirements both in 
reliability and durability.

The slim design with an easy-grip ergonomic handset will fit perfectly for small 
to medium business communication.



4 One-Touch Memory  (Only AT-45)

10 One-Touch Memory  (Only AT-35)

Store speed dial numbers to instantly place a call
by pressing the designated button to save time.

Guaranteed NEC INFRONTIA Quality
When you buy Single Line Telephone AT-40, AT-45 & AT-35 products,  you also buy part of the NEC INFRONTIA legacy that began in 1918.  As a worldwide manufacturer of telecommunications and electronic systems,  we produce all
of our products with performance and reliability in mind.  Technology and design from Japan.

This Publication provides outline information only which (unless specifically agreed to by NEC INFRONTIA in writing) may not be used,  applied,  or reproduced for any purpose or form part of any order or contact or be regarded
as a representation relating to the products or services concerned.  NEC INFRONTIA reserves the right to alter without notice the specification,  design,  price or conditions of supply of any product or service.

Authorised Distributor / Dealer :

NEC Infrontia Asia Pacific
Website: www.necinfrontia-ap.com
NEC Infrontia Asia Pacific
Website: www.necinfrontia-ap.com

Specifications
3 Programmable Ring Tones /
Adjustable Ringer Volume
Set your favourite tones when you are bored with the normal tones.
An added feature that will liven up any work environment.
Ringer volume can also be adjusted to low, medium or high.

Visual Ring Indicator / Message
Waiting Lamp  (Only AT-45 & AT-35)

The message waiting lamp blinks whenever there is
an incoming call or voice mail received to ensure all
important calls are not missed in any environment.

Mute Control
Switch on to MUTE when you do not want the
caller to hear your background discussions.

Time Flash
This feature supports Call Waiting and PBX functions. A safety measure
to help ensure important calls or hold-lines are not accidentally cut off.

Wall Mounted
Save desk space by wall-mounting your phone.
Most appropriate for tight spaces like the utility,
pantry or copying room.

Last Number Redial
For speed dialing of last number recently used.
Saves time on follow-up calls.

Adjustable Handset Volume
Adjustable handset volume to high
or low.

Handsfree  (Only AT-35)

Enables you to make or answer a call, converse
and hang-up without lifting the handset.

Multi-function Key  (Only AT-35)

Provides the SEARCH, DELETE, UP and
DOWN keys for Memory Dialing and reviewing
Caller ID.

Switchable Tone or Pulse Dialing
This dual setting of Tone (push button) and
Pulse (rotary) is an added function capable of
working on tone or pulse type telephone lines.

Pause Key  (Only AT-35)

Convenient for users to insert a 3-6 seconds
pause between sequence of numbers when
dialing, especially when you have to wait for the
sound of dial tone or computer tone (such as
computer activated operations like banking and voice mail).
Can be programmed into any memory location.

Defend Function  (Only AT-35)

The defend functions prohibits the use of other telephones connected
in parallel to the same telephone line. When activated, a continuous
sequence of tones is sent from the AT-35 to any other parallel telephone
taken off-hook, making dialing impossible.

Hold Key  (Only AT-35)

A call in progress may be placed on hold at the
telephone by pressing the HOLD Key, while a back
round melody is played until the call is retrieved.

 LCD Display Caller ID ( CLI )
and Memory Redial  (Only AT-35)

Display Caller ID (CLI) information when receiving
incoming calls. The last 90 Caller ID numbers are
automatically stored in the CLI memory (21 digits each)
for later retrievals.

The last 30 numbers dialed are stored in the Outgoing Call Memory to
save time on recalling purposes.

Package contents:
Telephone Set, Handset with cord attached, Telephone line cord
and user guide.

AT-40 & AT-45	DIMENSION	: 217mm (L) x 135mm (W) x 75mm (H)
	 WEIGHT	 : 450g

              AT-35	DIMENSION	: 257mm (L) x 185mm (W) x 90mm (H)
	 WEIGHT	 : 900g

*Please check with your local distributor or dealer on model availability.


